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PVA attempts for black rhinos

Table 8 represents some initial attempts at prescribing MVP’s
for both wild and captive black rhinos. These analyses were
performed using microcomputer software developed by Jon
Ballou of the National Zoological Park in Washington, DC,
and are extremely tentative. To refine the PVA models and
their data inputs, there needs to be more collaboration be-
tween conservation biologists and field managers of black
rhinos. However, since there is an urgent need for manage-
ment guidelines, a number of preliminary recommendations
based on these rough analyses have been generated for
consideration.

An Ne = 500 is proposed for each regional conservation unit
of black rhinos. This represents a number sufficiently high to
ensure maintenance of genetic diversity (e.g. 90% average
heterozygosity for 50 rhino generations) and demographic
security.

An Ne/N ratio of 0.25 to 0.5 is proposed as a further opera-
tional guideline in formulating conservation strategies for
black rhinos. With management, especially in captivity, it may
be possible to improve this ratio. Simple arithmetic indicates
that to achieve an Ne = 500 with a worst case situation of
Ne/N = 0.25, an MVP of 2 000 would be required for each
conservation unit of rhinos.

Since black rhino populations will be fragmented and re-
sources for conservation limited, it also seems advisable to
suggest a size for individual populations of black rhinos within
each conservation unit. The number roughly indicated by
analyses so far is 100-200. This guideline does not dictate
that populations smaller than this size are worthless but that
they should probably receive lower priority for conservation
efforts than larger ones. Realistic cost-benefit analyses need
to be performed on each of the rhino populations of limited
viability to determine if intensive and interactive management
in feasible in both logistic and economic terms, it should be
emphasized that the figure suggested here applies not to
actual current population, but to potential size of the popula-
tion in the given area if rhinos can be adequately protected
to reach carrying capacity.

Finally, it should be realized that individual populations of
100-200 are not likely to be genetically and demographically
viable by themselves over periods of time in the order of
centuries. There will need to be interchange between sepa-
rate populations to create the so-called “metapopulations”
for each conservation unit. Where natural migration is not
possible between separate populations, management will
have to artificially move animals for genetic and demographic
reasons as suggested by appropriate PVA analyses.

Because of the limited space and resources available in ex
situ facilities, MVP’s may have to be, and probably can be,
even more precisely defined for captive than for wild
populations. An objective for captive propagation of preserv-
ing 90% of average heterozygosity for 200 years is a com-
mon recommendation of conservation biologists considering
principles of population genetics (i.e. inbreeding) and demog-
raphy as well as the likely period of time that human pres-
sures will be most intense on wildlife. To achieve objectives
of preserving a significant fraction (90%) of the wild gene
pool for 200 or so years, a number of combinations of ulti-
mate carrying capacity, initial founder numbers, and popula-
tion growth rates will produce the desired results (as
demonstrated in Table 8).

As a result of these preliminary analyses, the zoo commu-
nity is proposing to develop captive populations of 150 each

Table 8. Minimum viable populations required to preserve
90% average heterozygosity for various periods, in several
demographic situations.

A. GENERATION TIME = 15 YEARS.
POPULATION GROWTH RATE = 1.03/YEAR
Ne/N Ratio = 0.5

YEARS
75 150 225 300 450 600 750

EFFECTIVE 10 – – – – – – –
NUMBER 20 62 131 236 367 603 8911 134
OF 25 50 121 189 273 459 641 832
FOUNDERS 30 50 103 170 241 393 551 712

50 50 100 156 203 319 439 561
75 50 100 150 193 297 404 513

100 50 100 150 193 289 392 495

B. GENERATION TIME = 15 YEARS. POPULATION
GROWTH RATE = 1.06/YEAR
Ne/N Ratio = 0.5

YEARS

75 150 225 300 450 600 750

EFFECTIVE 10 115 292 534 786 1310 1842 2384
NUMBER 20 50 115 187 261 414 568 727
OF 25 50 106 170 235 369 505 642
FOUNDERS 30 50 102 160 221 345 471 598

50 50 100 147 200 308 417 527
75 50 100 150 193 293 397 501

100 50 100 150 193 289 389 489

C. GENERATION TIME = 15 YEARS.
POPULATION GROWTH RATE = 1.06/YEAR
Ne/N Ratio = 0.25

 YEARS

75 150 225 300 450 600 750

10 230 583 1069 1573 2621 3685 4769
EFFECTIVE 20 101 231 374 522 829 1136 1451
NUMBER 25 100 212 339 470 737 1010 1284
OF 30 100 204 320 442 689 942 1195
FOUNDERS 50 100 200 295 400 615 835 1054

75 100 200 295 386 589 794 1001
100 100 200 295 386 579 778 997

for at least two of the conservation units of black rhinos; the
North American AAZPA SSP will attempt captive populations
of 75 for each of these two units. The constraints imposed
by the biological characteristics of the species will prescribe
a critical minimum for the number of founders (i.e. animals
out of the wild) that will be needed to establish the captive
population. For black rhinos, 20-25 effective founders for each
conservation unit maintained seems desirable.

FURTHER GENETIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC
ANALYSES OF SMALL RHINO POPULATIONS

Summary of presentation by Robert Lacy
(Chicago Zoological Society)

This work is quite preliminary, providing initial insights and
possible directions for future analysis, not definite conclu-
sions or recommendations about rhino populations. The
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analyses were conducted using best-guess data available
from a variety of sources; the data, the models used, and
the analyses of the results can and should be improved.

Analysis of founder members for the captive populations

Captive populations often derive from so few wild-caught
“founders” that they poorly represent the genetic (and mor-
phological, ecological, physiological, and behavioural) diver-
sity of the wild populations. To examine the founder stock
from which the captive populations of African rhinos descend,
I analyzed the international studbooks for black and white
rhinos (updated computer versions provided just prior to the
October 1986 workshop). Numbers of living wild-caught ani-
mals, numbers of founders, and numbers of”“‘effective found-
ers” were calculated.

Founders were defined as wild-caught animals (currently alive
or not) that have living descendants in captivity. Thus, if a
wild-caught animal left no living descendants, it is not a
founder of the captive population. Even if a wild-caught ani-
mal is still alive, but has not left any progeny, it is still not a
founder but rather is a”potent/al founder, of potential genetic
value but so far just an occupant of valuable space for breed-
ers.

Effective founder number is a measure that I devised to ac-
count for unequal representation of founders in the gene pool
of the present population, it is analogous to the concept of
““effective number of alleles”’ at a genetic locus, and related
to the concept of ““effective population size”. Algebraically,
the effective number of founders is

1/(P12 + P22 + ... + Pn2),

In which Pi is the proportion of the captive (and non-wild-
caught) gene pool that has descended from founder I. The
Pis are the founder representations calculated from pedi-
gree data and often discussed in studbook management. If
the founder representations are all equal, then the effective
number of founders will equal the actual number of found-
ers. If founders have contributed unequally, the effective
number will be less. For example, if three founders have
contributed 50%, 25% and 25% to the living captive popula-
tion, the effective number of founders would be 2.67. If one
founder contributes 50% of the gene pool, and a very large
number of founders each contributes a small fraction of the
other 50 %, then the effective number of founders approaches
4. The effective number of founders can be thought of as the
number of ideal (equally contributing) founders that would
be required to obtain a population with the genetic diversity
represented in the actual population. Bottlenecks in the pedi-
gree can alter this somewhat, because they make it more
likely that the entire genetic contribution of a founder derives
from only half its genes. in the case of rhinos, however, bot-
tlenecks exist only in the lineages of poorly represented
founders, and therefore affect the effective number of found-
ers almost not at all.

The results of the analyses of studbook data are as
follows.

BLACK RHINOS

World captive population:

87 males (38 wild-caught, 20 captive born)

103 females (55 wild, 48 captive born)

82 identifiable founders (12% of captive animals are of
unknown parentage and source, thus more founders may
exist)

49.6 effective founders.

North American population:

32 males (12 wild, 20 captive born)

41 females (19 wild, 22 captive born)

(17% are of unknown history)

35 identifiable founders

24.6 effective founders

WHITE RHINOS

World captive population:

309 males (195 wild, 114 captive born)

348 females (259 wild, 89 captive born)

(28% are of unknown parentage)

121 identifiable founders

17.6 effective founders

(Male No. 52 contributed 11% of current gene pool) North
American population:

86 males (53 wild, 33 captive born)

113 females (74 wild, 39 captive born)

(21 % are of unknown history)

47 identifiable founders

16.1 effective founders

(Male No. 52 contributed 16% of gene pool)

The captive populations have enough effective founders to
be sufficiently representative of the gene diversity in the wild.
However, most founders have contributed very little, a few
founders have left many descendants, and about a third of
the black rhinos and about half of the while rhinos in captiv-
ity are wild-caught animals that have never bred. Thus, the
captive population should be in reasonable shape geneti-
cally, but a large number of wild-caught animals have been
wasted with respect to genetic and demographic goals of
captive breeding.

Analysis of demographic stability of small populations
of rhinos

Even if a population is growing, on average, random fluctua-
tions in births and deaths can lead to chance extinction of a
small population. Once a population has grown to large size,
such chance extinction is unlikely. I used a population stimu-
lation program written by James Grier of North Dakota State
University to examine the likelihood of success (non-extinc-
tion) of rhino populations started from small numbers of found-
ers. The intent was to provide some rough guidelines for the
re-establishment of populations in reserves. The simulation
model very optimistically assumes that births and deaths are
random processes that occur with some constant probability
in each year. Thus, fates of individuals are independent; good
years and bad years are due to accidental concordance be-
tween reproduction and mortality within the population; no
environmental fluctuations exist that would cause popula-
tion-wide trends in reproduction and mortality. Because en-
vironmental fluctuations do exist in the wild and do affect
populations as a whole, the results below should be thought
of as upper limits on the likelihood of a small population per-
sisting.

The demographic parameters input into the model were ob-
tained from field data on East African black rhino populations,
gleaned from AERSG reports, reports of Peter Jenkins to
Kenyan authorities, and other published and unpublished
sources. Rhinos were assumed to be capable of breeding at
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age 7, with each adult female producing offspring in 28% of
the years (3.57 year average interbirth interval).

Juvenile (first year) mortality in the wild has been reported be
about 16%, with 5 to 10% annual mortality of adults. I explored
the models with 13%, 15%, 16%, or 20% juvenile mortality,
and 5%, 60/a, or 6.808% adult mortality. This last value of adult
mortality would lead to a stable, non-growing population when
juvenile mortality was 160/a. Higher values of adult mortality
were not modelled (even though higher values have been re-
corded in the field), because they would lead to precipitous
declines in the population and thus extinction of the population
would be virtually certain. Either 10 or.20 animals were used
to begin each simulated population, and populations were fol-
lowed for 85 or 170 years (5 or 10 generations). Table 9 gives
the expected reproductive rates (Ro, population growth per
generation, determined from life table analysis, not from the
simulation program), the percent of the simulated populations
(out of 100 in each case) that did not go extinct in the time
span considered, and the average population size at the end
of the simulation of those populations that survived. Not all
combinations of parameters were tested.

Over the time span considered, random fluctuations in births
and deaths would lead to the extinction of relatively few
populations of rhinos that have long-term average growth rates
greater than one. However, the field estimates of birth and
death rates, if accurate, mean that rhino populations have very
low net reproductive rates (not a surprise), and that even slight
increases in deaths or decreases in births will lead to long-
term decline rather than population growth. Note that the
claimed rates of population growth in some game reserves
(e.g. those in South Africa) do not seem compatible with the
reported birth and death rates that were used in this model.

To a considerable extent, the high rate of population survival
in this model results from the short time span considered
and the lack of any limit to population growth. Because rhi-
nos are so long-lived, even a declining population has a rea-
sonable chance of surviving 85 to 170 years. Because no
upper limit was put on population growth, some simulation
populations grew to more than 100 individuals and thus be-
came fairly immune to random processes.

Adult mortality affects the growth rate and persistence of the
populations more than does juvenile mortality; even slight
increases in adult mortality have very large effects, while small
increases in juvenile mortality have little effect.

Loss of genetic variability in black rhino reserves in Kenya

Soon, few black rhinos will exist outside of carefully man-
aged and guarded parks and reserves. One consequence
will be that formerly contiguous populations will be isolated
and, unless animals are moved between reserves, inbreed-
ing and loss of gene diversity within the populations could
lead to their demise. (Because of the slow growth of rhino
populations, even moderate inbreeding depression could
cause populations to decline). I used a simulation program
to examine the loss of genetic diversity from semi-isolated
populations of black rhinos remaining on reserves in Kenya.
The simulation program models the random transmission of
genes through generations, given input parameters for popu-
lation sizes, migration rates, population growth rates, limit-
ing population sizes, and (though not shown here) mutation,
and selection. Although the model assumes random mating
within each population, population censuses can be (and
were) adjusted to produce estimated genetically “effective
population sizes”, Ne (the size of a randomly mating popula-
tion that would lose genetic variability at the same rate as
does the real population).

Eight Kenyan populations that have a reasonable probabil-
ity of receiving sufficient protection from poaching were con-
sidered. Estimated population sizes and carrying capacities
were obtained from reports by Peter Jenkins and others. it
was assumed that only those rhinos within areas proposed
to be fenced would be protected from poaching. The ratio of
effective population size to census population size was per-
haps optimistically assumed to be 1:2.

Simulations were run assuming that each population started
growing from its 1985 numbers, with growth rates of 25%,
50%, 1290/a, 2160/a, or 270% per generation (1.3%, 2.4%,
50/a, 70/a,”or 8% per year). The first two growth rates match
some of the more optimistic, but not unrealistic, growth rates
obtained from demographic analyses. The latter three match
estimates reported at the Cincinnati meeting for variability
after populations reached carrying capacity, simulations were
also run assuming that each population was begun at its
carrying capacity. in all cases, random demographic fluctua-
tions were incorporated into the population sizes, 170 years
modelling the fluctuations that would be expected if births
and deaths were independent (Poisson) processes.

Table 10. Population estimates used ln analysis of gene di-
versity.

1985 Carrying Capacity

Park census Ne Total Fenced Ne

Aberdare 80 30 600 100 50
Amboseli 15 7.5 150 50 25
Laikipia 60 30 50 50 25
Masai Mara 12 6 180 50 25
Meru 5 2.5 300 20 10
Nairobi 28 14 50 50 25
Nakuru 2(10) 5 80 80 40
Sollo 71 35.5 50 50 25

Notes: Although Nakuru had only 2 rhinos in 1985, It was assumed that
more would be brought in, bringing the number used to start that popu-
lation to perhaps 10. Based on reports of habitat degradation, it was
assumed that the Solio population was currently above its long-term
carrying capacity.

Table 9. Results of simulation study of extinction in small
populations of rhinos.

85 years 170 years
Juvenile Adult
mortality mortality Number % %

%  % founders R0 surviving N surviving N

13 5 10 1.35
20 1.35

6 10 1.12 90 34 82 168
20 1.12 100 74 96 251

7 10 0.94 68 16 48 50
20 0.94 92 32 86 60

15 5 10 1.32 93 93
20 1.32 100 152

6 10 1.10 85 36 74 154

20 1.10 98 61 96 259
16 5 10 1.30 95 86 94 711

20 1.30 100 136
6 10 1.08 89 43 70 146

20 1.08 98 62 95 215
6.808 10 1.00 37 14 18 56

20 1.00 72 19 52 41
40 1.00 94 33 76 62
80 1.00 100 64 98 97

20 5 10 1.24
6 10 1.03 87 34 67 100
6 20 1.03 97 55 96 149
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The genetic fates of the populations were monitored by the
percent of the initial heterozygosity that would be expected
to remain in each population, and by the overall gene diver-
sity (the sum of within-population variability and between-
population genetic variability) encompassed by the eight
populations. The overall gene diversity can be thought of as
the heterozygosity that would be present if all eight
populations freely interbred. Populations were followed
through 20 simulated generations (about 340 years).

The fate of gene diversity over the twenty simulated genera-
tions is shown on the four accompanying figures, for either

25% or 50% population growth per generation, and  either
growth from 1985 levels to carrying capacities (“growing
populations”) or populations begun at carrying capacities
(“stable populations”). In each case 25 simulations were run
with no movement of animals between populations, the move-
ment of one animal per generation per population, the move-
ment of two animals per generation, and the movement of
so many animals that the populations were essentially
panmictic. Data points connected by lines display average
(across 25 runs) of the total gene diversity present across all
8 populations at each generation; data points not connected
by lines are the average within-population heterozygosities.

Table 11 Summarizes the simulation results for the cases
shown in the figures, and also simulated populations with
higher rates of population increase (average of 25 simulations
in each case).

Over just 20 generations, more than 95% of the gene diver-
sity would be expected to remain somewhere ln the 8 rhino
populations, assuming of course that all grow at the rates
modelled and then hover around the assumed carrying ca-
pacities. Total gene diversity is preserved somewhat better
If the 8 populations are kept fully isolated (““no migration”
case), because different genetic variants can become “‘fixed”

Figures 4-7. Results of simulation Study of decline of hetero-
zygosity in small populations of Kenya rhinos. These graphs
correspond to data in Table 11. Data points connected by
lines represent average (of 25 runs) of the total gene diver-
sity across all 8 populations of each generation. Data points
not connected by lines are the average within-population
heterozygosities. The graphs differ in the growth rate of the
population per generation (25% or 50%) and whether the
populations commence at 1985 levels (growing populations)
or at the ultimate carrying capacity estimated for the reserve
(stable populations).

Kenya Black Rhinos: Growing Populations

INITIAL SUBPOP SIZES: 30 7 30 6 3 14 5 35

CARRYING CAPACITIES: 50 25 25 25 10 25 40 25

GROWTH RATE = 0.250

Kenya Black Rhinos: Stable Population

INITIAL SUBPOP SIZES: 50 25 25 25 10 25 40 25

CARRYING CAPACITIES: 50 25 25 25 10 25 40 25

GROWTH RATE = 0.500

Kenya Black Rhinos: Stable Population

INITIAL SUBPOP SIZES: 50 25 25 25 10 25 40 25

CARRYING CAPACITIES: 50 25 25 25 10 25 40 25

GROWTH RATE = 0.250

Kenya Black Rhinos: Growing Populations

INITIAL SUBPOP SIZES: 30 7 30 6 3 14 5 35

CARRYING CAPACITIES: 50 25 25 25 10 25 40 25

GROWTH RATE = 0.500
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Table 11. Heterozygosity remaining at generation 200 as %
of initial heterozygosity.

Annual Generation No 1 2
growth growth migration migrant migrants Panmixia

1.3% 25% 97 95 93 94
66 81 84 94

2.4% 50% 96 92 95 96
64 78 86 96

5.0% 129% 93 95 95 97
63 81 87 97

7.0% 216% 95 94 95 96
69 80 87 96

8.0% 270% 97 98 92 96
64 80 84 96

Top values of each pair are average total gene diversity, bottom values
are average within-population heterozygosities. Differences of less than
5% are probably not significant.

In each population, but the difference (in gene diversity pre-
served) between isolated populations, populations exchang-
ing some migrants, and even a panmictic population is trivial
for the rhinos.

Although total gene diversity is well maintained under all of
the assumed population structures, heterozygosity is lost from
within populations (i.e. some “inbreeding” occurs within each
population). In the worst case (no migration), up to 35% of
the heterozygosity would be lost, on average, from each iso-
lated population. The average results from a much greater
loss in the smaller populations (the Meru population would
be expected to lose 64% of its heterozygosity ln 20 genera-
tions, even if it were begun at its carrying capacity of 20)
countered”by lesser losses in the larger populations
(Aberdare would lose about 180/s of its heterozygosity in 20
generations). As very rough rules-of-thumb, the effect (“‘in-
breeding depression”) of a loss of less than 5% heterozy-
gosity in any one generation is generally hard to detect, and
animal breeders notice little or no effect of the loss of 1 %
heterozygosity per generation continued over many genera-
tions. Thus, the small rhino reserves are probably too small
to sustain populations for many generations, ln the absence
of occasional inter-reserve movements of animals, free from
genetic problems. Relatively low rates of migration, 1 or 2
migrants per generation per population, would probably be
sufficient to prevent genetic problems. (This assumes mi-
grants are as successful as are residents at breeding).

Neither starting the populations at carrying capacity (rather than
1985 levels) nor varying the population growth rate had much
effect on the genetic results. This is because only rapidly grow-
ing populations were considered.. At even the lowest popula-
tion growth, 25% per generation, most of the populations would
reach carrying capacities in just a few generations. T h e
genetic fates of these populations are much more determined
by their limited sizes than by the number of founders.

General comments

Rhinos, both in the wild and in captivity, are probably not in
Immediate danger of genetic problems arising from loss of
diversity. Given the long generation time, all except the very
smallest captive and wild stocks would experience minimal
inbreeding in the next century or so. (For example, a popula-
tion of 64 could be propagated for 6 generations with no
matings between even distantly related animals). This opti-
mistic genetic picture assumes, however, that protected rhino
populations are currently at minima (i.e. they are at the worst
phase of the population bottlenecks) and that they grow at
reasonable rates over the next century.

Demographically, both wild and captive populations may be
in serious trouble. The captive record is not good: as many
as half of the animals have never reproduced, and birth rates
approximately equal death rates. The large, and seemingly
stable, captive population results in large part from the many
wild-caught animals, not from a good record of captive breed-
ing. As discussed in Cincinnati, there is reason to hope that
this picture is changing, but the zoo community cannot yet
claim to be able to sustain continuously growing stocks of
black and white rhinos.

The small rhino reserves that are likely to receive adequate
protection from poaching may not be large enough to pre-
vent extinction due to random fluctuations in births and
deaths, even under the most optimistic scenarios of envi-
ronmental. and demographic constancy. The primary cause
for hope for the African rhinos lies in the very long genera-
tion times and low-adult mortality (in the absence of poach-
ing): traits that make population decline a very slow process,
but also make rapid recovery difficult (witness the condor).
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DEVELOPING STRATEGIES FOR NORTHERN WHITE RHINOS
Session Chairman DAVID JONES

NORTHERN WHITE RHINOS IN GARAMBA
NATIONAL PARK

Summary of presentation by Kes HiIlman-Smith
Background

Garamba National Park in northern Zaire is now the last
known place where the northern sub-species of white rhi-
noceros (Ceratotherium simum cottoni) exists in the wild with
any chance of survival. At the turn of the century, the sub-

species occurred from southern Chad, through South Su-
dan as far east as the Nile, and through the northern edge of
Zaire to West Nile Province in Uganda (Hillman—Smith et
al., 1986).

When the Park was established ln 1938 there were probably
not more than 100 white rhinos there (Curry-Lindahl, 1972).
Black rhinos (Diceros bicornis) have never occurred in this part
of Zaire. The rhino numbers increased, until by 1963 there


